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The Civita Institute: Research and Collections

Drafted in collaboration with Astra Zarina and Tony Heywood, 
Lease and Development Agreement 

June 2007

“The mission of the Civita Institute is to inspire and foster an 
interdisciplinary understanding of the unique qualities of 

Italian hill towns that remain pertinent to our contemporary 
experience, through the promotion of historic preservation, 

scholarly research, artistic creation and professional 
explorations.” 





The Civita Institute
▪ a research, fellowship, education facility in Italy

▪ has received major donations of buildings, library, art, collections in 
development of The Civita Institute facilities in Italy

▪ continues to be a collecting organization – building a unique center 
for research and exploration, in a remarkable location 

▪ A cornerstone of our collections is the Astra Zarina archives, donated 
by Astra and Tony to the Civita Institute for our safekeeping and use in 

development of The Civita Institute.

Contains hundreds of original items chronicling the life and work of 
our key founder and primary benefactor, Astra Zarina



Major policy commitments and themes 
The Civita Institute 2006-2018

2006: Board committed to focus on creating a place for 
scholarship, fellowships, and research facility in Civita



Major policy commitments and themes 
The Civita Institute 2006-2018

2008: Entered into a formal contract to take ownership of the 
Civita facilities (including the buildings and collections) in 

exchange for our commitment to create The Civita Institute 
as a place of research, education, fellowships, library and 

archival collections



Major policy commitments and themes 
The Civita Institute 2006-2018

2010: Entered into a separate contract to begin closing on the 
transfer of the properties (including the buildings and collections) 
in exchange for our commitment to act as “owner and steward” of 
the buildings and collections in creating The Civita Institute in Italy



Major policy commitments and themes 
The Civita Institute 2006-2018

1981-2018: A Growing Collection
Including the Zarina-Heywood donations, received a series of 

donations of materials for our collections, focusing on Italian hill 
towns, architecture, art, Fellows’ work and by far the largest 

collection anywhere related to the life and work of Astra Zarina



NIAUSI 2007 Fundraising Brochure: 
Announcing The Civita Institute and its mission



NIAUSI 2007 Fundraising Brochure: Soliciting Funds for The Civita Institute and 
its mission: “a place for scholarly collaboration, fellowship research, reflection 

and retreat.  The Institute will also manage an extensive archive of 
documentation on Rome, Italian hilltowns, especially on Civita di Bagnoregio.”



NIAUSI 2010 Property Transfer Agreement:
NIAUSI takes ownership, in exchange for 

agreeing to be “owner and steward” of all the 
Property Contents:



2010-2011: Sala Grande restoration goal: creating 
a home for our archival collections and research 

library (over $10,000 in donor funds used)



2010-2011: Interns in Civita to help begin the 
process of cataloguing library and archival 

materials and create an inventory of archives
(over $3,000 in donor funds used plus months of 

intern use of the residences)



2012-13: Improvements to Lo Studio to 
improve moisture/humidity/air quality issues
(approximately $8,000 in donor funds used)



2014: Improvements to La Sala Grande/ 
Zarina-Heywood library roof, drainage, 

Library terrace, exterior masonry
(approx. $26,000 in donor funds used)



2014-2015: Restoration of Lo Studio roof, 
drainage, masonry, skylight replacement

(approx. $19,000 in donor funds used)



2016: Sala Grande/Zarina-Heywood library and Il Giardino:
Installation of new doors and windows, including thermal breaks, 
all new seals and insulated glazing (funds donated by Tony Costa 

Heywood )



2017: Ruderino Stairs + Terrace Restoration: 
New Membrane/Tile Repairs/Masonry Repairs



2018: Ruderino, Studio, Il Giardino
Plaster, Paint, Beam Inspections and Tile Repairs



2018: Ruderino, Studio, Il Giardino
Plaster, Paint, Beam inspections and Tile Repairs



2018: Ruderino, Studio, Il Giardino
Plaster, Paint, Beam inspections and Tile Repairs



2014-2016: The Civita Institute Facilities Plan, by 
Christina and Robert Wallace (nationally-recognized 

conservators/preservation architects with 
The Presidio Trust, San Francisco)

The Wallaces’ 
archives/collections 
conclusions include:

“Archive materials can 
be safely housed at The 
Civita Institute facilities 
given an investment in 
modest improvements 

to optimize their 
storage.”



Continue phased improvements in La Sala Grande/Zarina-Heywood 
Library and consolidate library, archives, research functions there

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan



Sala Grande

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan



Ruderone Lower Floor: Potential secure storage location

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan



Laundry/Mechanical Room: existing storage to be relocated

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan



Sala Grande: Multi-purpose research space 
– recommended plan: 2016-2017

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan: Facilities



Sala Grande: Expanded storage/bookshelves: 
Consolidate materials from other Civita Institute spaces

Civita Institute Archival Storage Plan
DISCLAIMER: THIS IS A BLATANT BASTARDIZATION OF A LARA SWIMMER PHOTO!



Recommended Next Steps: Zarina-Heywood Library and Collections

1. Focus on La Sala Grande as the main consolidated 
archive/library/research space

2. Specify, purchase and install new stacking lockable flat files in La Sala 
Grande.  $2,400 including labor and flat files (4).

3. Relocate materials and shelving stored below Ruderino to La Sala 
Grande in Summer 2016 in temporary but secure “holding pattern” 

Request:  $1,200 for labor.



Recommended Next Steps, continued:

4. Plan, specify, purchase, install tall steel shelving units for Sala Grande. 
Budget request/estimate:  9 tall units @ $4,500, plus $3,000 labor and 

hardware , plus ladder and rail @ $800 = $8,300 estimate

5. Repair/re-wire 6 studio lamps @$40 each = $240

6. Computer $3,000

7. Printer $400

8. Signage $1,500 (all Facilities)

Total Furnishings, lamps, computer, printer: $17,040
(Approved as budgeting estimate by the Board of Directors)
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The Civita Institute

and the Zarina Archives
Message of support from one of our primary donors:

“Dear Stephen,

I completely support your opinion to have Astra Zarina’s archive all 

in one place at the Civita Institute.  I think it's perfectly correct to 

have a digital copy clearly available at the University of Washington 

thus keeping all the original materials in one single archive.

Sincerely,

Steven Holl, FAIA”

August 25, 2015



The Civita Institute Facilities Committee 
Recommendations:

1. Guide facility improvements to safely house 
all our original collections at the Civita Institute.

2. Implement facility improvements for archival 
research, and educational, fellowship, and 

residency programs.

3. Foster outreach to universities, academic 
programs, guests of house museum and legacy 

tours, and in-situ researchers through improved 
internet connectivity.

4. Support Archives Committee in creation of a 
“Civita Institute Collections”  link/path for 

digital images via WorldCat and Pacific Coast 
Architects database through a portal on our 

Civita Institute web site.


